A randomised, double blind, placebo controlled study of celecoxib, a selective cycloxygenase 2 inhibitor, on duodenal polyposis in familial adenomatous polyposis


Background: Non-selective cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitors (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) inhibit large bowel carcinogenesis in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP). Their role in the duodenum of these patients is less certain. The disease modifying activity of specific COX-2 inhibitors has not been explored in humans.

Patients and methods: This was a randomised, double blind, placebo controlled study of celecoxib (100 mg twice daily (n=34) or 400 mg twice daily (n=32)) versus placebo (n=17), given orally twice daily for six months to patients with FAP. Efficacy was assessed qualitatively by blinded review of shuffled endoscopy videotapes comparing the extent of duodenal polyposis at entry and at six months and quantitatively by measurement of the percentage change in duodenal area covered by discrete and plaque-like adenomas from photographs of high and low density polyposis.

Results: Shuffled and blinded video review showed a statistically significant effect of 400 mg twice daily celecoxib compared with placebo treatment (p=0.033) with all five independent observers scoring a beneficial effect. Overall, patients taking celecoxib 400 mg twice daily showed a 14.5% reduction in involved areas compared with a 1.4% for placebo (p=0.436). However, patients with clinically significant disease at baseline (greater than 5% covered by polyps) showed a 31% reduction in involved areas with celecoxib 400 mg twice daily compared with 8% on placebo (p=0.049).

Conclusions: A panel of five endoscopists found a significant reduction in duodenal polyposis after six months of treatment with celecoxib 400 mg twice daily. COX-2 inhibition may help this otherwise untreatable condition.
from polyposis registries at St Mark’s Hospital and at MD Anderson Cancer Center during their routine clinical follow up, were enrolled in the study (47 males, mean age 34 years). Seventy six of the 83 patients were tested for APC mutations and a mutation was identified in 70. Seventy seven patients with a retained colonic or rectal remnant containing a minimum of five adenomas were randomised 2:2:1 to receive 100 mg celecoxib twice daily (32 patients), 400 mg celecoxib twice daily (30 patients), and an identical looking placebo (15 patients). An additional six patients who had duodenal disease only were randomised 1:1:1 (table 1). All 83 patients were assessed for duodenal polyposis. Exclusion criteria included: patients who had undergone a colectomy within 12 months of entry to the study or who were anticipated to have a colectomy within eight months of randomisation; frequent use of NSAIDs or aspirin within six months or infrequent use within three months of randomisation; or abnormal serum laboratory values. Patients were blocked by site, the randomised code generated by GD Searle and Co. The study was monitored by the National Cancer Institute. Five patients did not complete the study, three due to adverse events and two because of non-compliance.

After informed consent, patients underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy using diagnostic side viewing endoscopes (BPS, PML). The procedure was videotaped and photograph images taken of the ampulla, areas of dense polyposis, and areas of mild or no disease for later assessment. Biopsies were assessed for duodenal polyposis. Exclusion criteria included: patients who had undergone a colectomy within 12 months of entry to the study or who were anticipated to have a colectomy within eight months of randomisation; frequent use of NSAIDs or aspirin within six months or infrequent use within three months of randomisation; or abnormal serum laboratory values. Patients were blocked by site, the randomised code generated by GD Searle and Co. The study was monitored by the National Cancer Institute. Five patients did not complete the study, three due to adverse events and two because of non-compliance.
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areas covered with plaque-like adenomas, and the means of the videotape assessment scores between treatment groups. All tests were two sided at the 5% level of significance. Two patients who had duodenal polyposis at six months but not at baseline were given a baseline value of 1%. The qualitative assessment was assigned a score of (0) no change, (+1) clinical improvement, or (−1) deterioration in adenoma number or density.

Analysis of the physician assessment of the duodenal videotapes included all patients (n=78) for whom the requisite videotapes were available. For technical reasons (failure of videotaping equipment, etc) we were unable to review five tapes.

All randomised patients who had duodenal polyposis at baseline or at month 6 (n=50) were included in the quantitative analysis of the per cent change in duodenal areas covered with plaque-like adenomas. Because minimal disease is of minor clinical significance, a subanalysis of those with clinically measurable disease was also performed. The subgroup was defined as those in whom 5% or more of the high density photographed area was covered with adenomas.

RESULTS
The five physicians, who reviewed the videotaped endoscopies independently, found that celecoxib-400 mg twice daily caused a statistically significant improvement in duodenal disease (p=0.033, Wilcoxon rank sum) (fig 1). Not only was the combined score from all reviewers statistically significant but when individual reviewers scores were analysed, celecoxib 400 mg twice daily was consistently scored as showing clinical improvement (fig 2).

In the quantitative analysis of all patients, celecoxib did not reach statistical significance when photographs of circumcribed areas of high and low density polyposis were compared with placebo (fig 3). However, many of the patients randomised had either no or minimal duodenal disease (less than 2 mm adenomas only). When the data for patients with clinically significant disease were analysed (that is, patients with at least 5% area covered by duodenal adenomas), celecoxib 400 mg twice daily caused a statistically significant reduction compared with placebo (p=0.049, Wilcoxon rank sum) (table 2). An endoscopic view of duodenal polyposis before and after six months of treatment with celecoxib is shown in fig 4.

Adverse events and compliance
Celecoxib 100 mg twice daily and 400 mg twice daily were safe and well tolerated compared with placebo. One patient (celecoxib 400 mg twice daily) had an allergic reaction and withdrew from the study. A second patient taking celecoxib 100 mg twice daily, with a history of psychological and emotional problems, committed suicide. One patient taking 400 mg twice daily celecoxib withdrew from the study due to symptoms of dyspepsia. At entry and exit upper gastrointestinal endoscopies, no evidence of peptic ulceration was found.

DISCUSSION
It has long been recognised that NSAIDs inhibit the development of colorectal and other gastrointestinal cancers. Epidemiological data showed the effect of aspirin on colorectal cancer rates12 17 and specific work with FAP patients has shown how sulindac can control colonic adenoma development.18 NSAIDs are thought to control the adenoma to carcinoma pathway by inhibition of COX mediated growth factor signalling and prostaglandin production, and by induction of programmed cell death in the target tissue. COX-1 is constitutively expressed and so inhibition of this pathway is thought to cause the side effects common to all NSAIDs, particularly gastric erosions and peptic ulceration. COX-2 appears to be predominantly induced in inflammatory and neoplastic tissue; COX-2 expression has been shown to be an early event in the adenoma pathway with expression...
detectable in the smallest of adenomas as well as established cancers. Animal studies have shown a clear reduction in neoplastic tissue in those treated with COX-2 inhibitors, and MIN mice with COX-2 knockout genes develop fewer adenomas than their normal litter mates.

This is the first study to show a clinically significant improvement in duodenal polyposis following drug treatment. The therapy used in this trial was a targeted COX-2 inhibitor, celecoxib. Previous much smaller randomised studies examining duodenal polyposis regression in FAP patients have shown either no improvement or only marginal improvement using sulindac in later subset analyses. The clinical effect, as judged from the videotapes in this study, was much larger than this with all reviewers independently seeing an improvement in those patients taking celecoxib 400 mg twice daily.

The trend to improvement in duodenal disease when absolute adenoma numbers were assessed was not statistically significant. Many of the patients recruited to the study had very minor or no clinically apparent duodenal disease and therefore any effect of the drug may not become apparent when counting absolute numbers. Endoscopic videotape review looked for changes that made a difference. Subset analysis of the effect of celecoxib 400 mg twice daily on those patients with greater than 5% coverage with duodenal adenomas showed a marked reduction in duodenal polyposis, an effect that clinically would make a difference to their disease.

When taking a global overview of the state of the duodenum, a statistically significant improvement was seen with celecoxib 400 mg twice daily. Considerable efforts were taken to avoid bias, including the use of five independent assessors experienced in the appearance of duodenal disease in FAP patients, and the use of blinding techniques to the chronological sequence of the tapes and patient allocation to drug or placebo. Figure 2 gives further support for a real effect, with all reviewers recording an advantage with celecoxib 400 mg twice daily, whereas 100 mg twice daily and placebo showed no interobserver agreement. We therefore feel that the effect found is real.

So what role might celecoxib have? Firstly, there is the more general application of an agent effective against adenomatous disease which might be applied to other high risk groups. Secondly, there is a potential role in patients with FAP. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the important issues relating to large bowel management; this has been discussed in a separate publication. The finding that inhibition of the COX-2 pathway has demonstrated an effect in duodenal tissue will have implications in the treatment of a difficult management problem in these patients. Celecoxib may be indicated in patients with established duodenal disease, particularly when it is severe. However, at this time it is harder to justify its use in patients with lesser duodenal disease, as progression to duodenal cancer in these patients with earlier disease is unusual.
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